Senate select persons: Nima Agah, Will Walker, Nikki Santiago, Meg Spaulding, Miguel Lepiz, William
Garvey, Ava Mills, Lydia Jenkins-Sleakowski, Keshav Kumar, Vincente Lovelace, Gavin Shaw, Hailey
Nava, SArah Adler, Jose Cadenas
I.
Introduction
a. Agenda:
- Nima motions to add 10 mins to the ecoop report and to add 5mins at the end of reports
for academic senate
- Will seconds
- Passes 10-0-2
- Jose motions to approve agenda; Will seconds; passes by consensus
b. Minutes: Gavin motions to approve minutes; Vicente seconds; passes by consensus
II.
Announcements
a. Nima reports that the all-Senate pool party is being held on June 3rd
b. Keshav reports that tmw in humanities 206 the elections reveal ceremony is being held
c. Allison reports that a cowell rep for sfac is still open; those who are interested should
apply by next wednesday
III.
Treasury Report
a. Prior: $15,069
b. General assistance: $2.67
c. Senate programming: $1545.04
IV.
Internal Senate Business
a. Room 135 Supplies: Ava is requesting money to supply the senate room with office
supplies and other necessities. $210 with purchase of a printer, $160 without
- Jose motions to fund 210 out of senate programming;Gavin seconds; passes
b. End of the Year Dinner: Nima reports that the Senate end of the year dinner is being held
at 8pm at the Provost’s house on June 8. Dinner and desserts will be served
V.
Reports
a. CPC: representative not present
b. SFAC: Alice reports that there are 2 meetings left. Sue Matthews spoke at one of the
most recent meetings to discuss the West campus housing project.
c. SUA/SOFA: Vicente reports that funding requests were presented and discussed. GSA
incident regarding accusations against a staff member and sexual allegations was
discussed at the SUA meeting
- Vicente read over the graduate student referendum regarding the sexual allegations
against a graduate student employee
d. SCOC: Keshav reports that applications for the Cowell rep in SCOC/SFAC are open and
will be elected in the Fall.
e. E-Co-op: Ava reports that she has identified issues with the e-co-op, and would like to
discuss the co-op as a whole with senate. She requested money to purchase supplies, and
sees improvements. She mentioned that she would like to open p the e-co-op for the
entire UCSC campus
- Ava motions to add 10 min; Natan seconds; passes by consensus
- Ava says that she would like the co-op coordinator should have access to the resource
room in the housing office
- Miguel motions to add 1.5 mins; Alice seconds; motion falls 5-8

f.

VI.

Academic Senate: Natan reports that Blumenthal replied to the A/BSA Kerr Hall Protest.
UCOP discretionary fund discussion. UC head office audit scandal, and survey result
tampering.
S&E library: books damaged or destroyed cannot be found elsewhere on campus; books
were shredded, said to be a result of miscommunication between students and admin.
Miguel motions to add 3 mins; Meg seconds; passes by consensus
May Day protest: a grad student ended up with a broken nose. Not enough police
presence to shut down occurrence.
Natan motions to add 2 mins; Miguel seconds; passes by consensus

Committees
a. Historian: representative not present
b. Library: Rick reports that the library improvement updates will be dormant until the fall
c. Budget: no information to report
d. Gift: Ava reports that feedback showed that the most favorable gift option is the core
course book copies. The only issue is that the course readings change periodically.
Will motions to adjourn meeting; Nicki seconds; meeting adjourned 9:18pm
Estimated Meeting Duration: 76 minutes

